Virtual Schwartz Rounds Evaluation

December 7th, 2020
What is your profession?
116 responses

- Social Work: 62.1%
- Nurse: 8.6%
- PA/NP: 8.6%
- Faculty: 8.6%
- House Officer: 9.5%
- Child Life: 1.1%
- Chaplain: 0.8%
- Staff: 0.2%
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Please rate the quality of today's program.

116 responses

1: 54 (46.6%)
2: 28 (24.1%)
3: 5 (4.3%)
4: 19 (16.4%)
5: 10 (8.6%)
Please check the box that best reflects your opinion about each of the following statements:

- **Today's virtual session was well organized.**
- **I am able to connect and empathize with the experiences of panelists virtually.**
- **I find it difficult for me to stay engaged in the program virtually.**
- **Compared to an in-person Schwartz Rounds, the virtual platform has greater potential to inspire me towards a change in my practice.**
- **I was only able to attend today's session because it was virtual and not in-person.**
- **If given the choice, I would rather attend a virtual session instead of an in-person session.**
Feedback on Virtual Platform:

- Thank you for making this program virtual. I would have been unable to attend usually as I work in an off campus clinic.
- I appreciated the ability to have audience participation. Hopefully w/more time people will engage!
- appreciate that these are done virtually as historically I've never been able to get to hosp. I actually like seeing who else is in on the webinar/connect that way, and from this format you can't do that.
- I really appreciate the polls
- I am usually in clinic on Monday and unable to attend these Rounds in person. The virtual platform allows me to listen.
Feedback on Speakers:

- I appreciated the discussion and resources shared.
- wonderful job and great suggestions and supports shared
- All speakers provided valuable insight, thank you!
General Feedback

- Great topic and very timely.
- It just makes me miss my family more today
- The topic was timely and the suggestions were helpful for ways that I can create some meaning with upended holiday traditions.